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We Can Make The System Better For The Injured 
Worker Through Improved Communication



System Barriers

 Financial incentives are not aligned to optimum outcomes 
 Anger issues (all parties)
 Injured worker is treated in siloed effort instead as a whole person
 Different operation and benefit systems for alternative dispute resolution, litigated 

and non litigated tracks
 Lack of quality communication between all parties
 There is a lack of trust between:

 employer and injured worker
 injured worker and claims administrator
 claims administrator and medical providers
 (treat each other as an enemy instead of as a partner or customer)



System Barriers

 Lack of understanding about the other parties’ skills and responsibilities
 Examiners have little or no medical training and not able to make medical decisions
 Attorneys and WCAB Judges believe that they know medicine
 Lack of MD understanding of the administrative complexities of the comp system
 Caseloads for both are usually high with little time or financial incentive to establish 

rapport with injured worker
 Technical issues, especially now with the pandemic, may create further barriers

 Positives and negatives re: working from home, virtual medical visits, depositions, court 
appearances, meetings, conferences, etc.

 Electronic medical records



Too Many Players in the System
- Problems related to “The System”
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Costs / Frustration Drivers

 Too many players with their own goals in the system
 Delayed reporting of claims by worker or employer
 Unnecessary delayed decisions on compensability by claims administrator
 Delayed authorization for medical evaluations, tests and treatment
 Physicians asking for treatment without documentation of following EBM guidelines
 Attorneys driving disability instead of return to work





Ideal System Goals

• Prompt determination of compensability
• Prompt and appropriate treatment for injured workers
• Return to work; modified or full duty
• Timely, consistent, and accurate benefit provision
• Cost-effective claims management
• Early and appropriate case resolution/closure



Cases Slowly Get Stuck in the Complexity
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Partners and Customers

 Doctors and examiners need to treat each other as partners
 Doctors and examiners need to treat each other as valued customers
 Job of examiner is to resolve problems for and between their customers
 Job of doctor is to provide timely quality care and maximize return to optimum 

function and return to work
 Availability to inquiries and timely responses needs to be a two-way street  



No One Likes Surprises

 Communication is the solution
 Great communications between the claims administrator and the medical 

provider eliminates bad surprises
 Communication requires planning
 Communication requires establishing a relationship between the parties 
 To do this requires one to understand the job of the other
 Great communication involves feedback between the parties



Psychosocial Factors are the
“Elephant in the Room”



Damn, this 
hurts!
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They’re going to fire me.

They think I’m faking!

Mortgage due 

Perceptions & Psychosocial Issues Can Overwhelm IW
- Problems related to “The Worker”

What if this doesn’t get better?

Why is WC such a hassle?
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WC Medical Care Axioms 
 Financial incentives drive behaviors

 Every financial incentive has an unintended consequence

 Top WC Medical cost drivers include: litigation, lost time, poor employee-employer 
relations, the at-risk employee, opioids, age, hospitalizations, ignoring MTUS EBM

 Prompt reporting of claims increases the quality of medical care
 Accurate diagnosis of injury improves care and reduces total claims costs
 Prompt provision of evidence-based medicine reduces total claims costs 

 Delays in approving treatment increases total claims costs and reduces quality of care

 Work is really the best medicine and reducing lost time increases the potential that 
the claim will resolve with significant benefit to all and especially the injured worker



Pre-injury Communication: Claims Examiner

 One of the examiner’s responsibilities is to facilitate a smooth communication process 
and working relationship between the employer and the medical provider
 Educate employer on importance of immediate and accurate reporting of claims

 Educate employer that this is a no-fault system

 Provide education to employer on importance of stay at work (SAW) and return to work (RTW)



Administrator Facilitating Communication Pre-injury

 Claims administrator (Insurance Company or TPA or Self Administered)
 Create medical panel 

 If possible, have administrator or doctor visit employer

 Provide copies of job descriptions to clinic or doctor

 Have employer determine if pre-placement physicals are necessary (facilitate process)

 Set protocols for handling hepatitis/other disease exposures between clinic & employer

 Determine if clinic will be doing DOT drug testing or post accident drug testing

 Obtain copy of light or modified duties and share with clinic

 Help set any other SOP programs between employer and clinic



Claims ongoing Pre-Injury Communication
 Claims administrator (Insurance Company or TPA or Self Administered) 

 Set communication protocol between medical provider, clinic, employer and claims administrator 
(text, email, phone, in person)

 Respond timely to communications from medical providers

 Determine what facility will be handling catastrophic injuries (quads burns etc.) and establish protocol 
for immediate transferring to these facilities) 

 Keep clinic up to date on turnover in claims handling staff

 Set protocol for transfer of patient to hospital

 Remove barriers (brokers for example) from immediate reporting of all claims

 Set protocol for triaging of claims upon injury

 Set protocol for dispensing drugs from clinic versus PBN

 Arrange transportation and translation services to be on call if needed

 Establish how communication will be handled if there is a nurse case manager involved in the claim

 Establish how communication will be handled if the clam is litigated



Medical Provider Pre-injury
 Medical provider

 Create relationship with claims administrator (clinic manager or physician) (tour for 
examiners to provide explanation of services offered)

 Set protocols for adding new locations or new insureds

 Set communication process with claims administrators to facilitate disability 
management/return to work

 Create relationship with employer (visit work site if possible)

 Determine if employer wants or needs to have pre-placement physicals, DOT drug 
testing, post-accident drug testing

 Establish Standard Operating Protocol worksheet for claims administrator & for employer

 Determine how interpreter services will be provided and who will make the call for the 
need for such services



At Injury: Claims Administrator
 Claims administrator (Insurance c=Company or TPA or Self Administered 

 Make sure all claims are immediately reported

 Work with employer to facilitate transportation (particularly after the first visit)

 Work with medical provider to pre-approve most standard care issues

 Work with medical provider to promptly approve any unusual treatment or if testing is needed

 Inform medical provider if there are any questions concerning compensability 

 Inform medical provider of claims status (delay, accept, deny)

 Help determine if translation services are needed, and organize translation services

 Provide accurate information on how the injury happened (sometimes the description of the 
accident is widely different between the front-line supervisor and the injured worker and witnesses

 Be  professional and empathetic in your dealings with the injured worker

 Remember that this is a no-fault benefit delivery system



At injury Medical Provider
 Medical provider

 Promptly report injury, and disability status of worker to the Claims administrator (for some 
claims this will be the initial first report of accident)

 With the diagnosis obtain permission to provide care

 Establish a baseline measurement to include uninjured extremities, from which to measure 
improvement

 Triage claim to determine if hospitalization is necessary

 Determine disability status; is modified duty an option

 Provide medical care in accordance with MTUS evidence based medical (EBM) guidelines

 Let claims administrator know about any potential nonindustrial co-morbidities or claims cost 
drivers (smoking, obesity, high blood pressure, diabetes, psychiatric), distance between 
employer and work location, attorney representation, underlying conditions or diseases)

 Be sure that reporting includes prior history as reported by IW or known from prior treatment 



Problems & Solutions for Treatment Approval
 Document, Document, Document

 Physicians need to fully document what they are seeing if they want recommended treatment 
approved and then explain why the prescribed treatment is needed

 Reasonable/UnReasonable Requests: 
 If the patient is seeking treatment that the primary treating physician does not believe will be 

approved or is appropriate, why is it being requested?

 This only serves to drive a wedge between the injured worker and the claims administrator 

 Referrals:
 If the plan is for a specialist referral on an MPN list, and a specialty list is requested, it behooves 

the claim administer to request that the PTP advise of the selection and confirm if they or the 
claims administrator will make the referral in order to avoid delays



Ongoing Treatment & Disability Management

 Medical provider
 Establish baseline measurement to include uninjured extremities to measure improvement
 If possible be very specific about work guidelines (how much work the worker can do not what 

they can not do) 
 What functions of the job is the employee unable to perform
 Establish treatment goals /timeframes to address functional loss
 If goals are not met within established timeframes address impediments and work with the claims examiner 

to eliminate them
 If planned treatment fails, despite elimination of impediments, re-evaluate the treatment plan 

 Reassure employee that return to work will most likely not cause re-injury
 Determination of co-morbidities require special handling 

 Work with the employee on treatment goals
 Address impediments to functional goals 



After MMI Claims Administrator

 Be willing to pay doctor appropriately for time and skill
 Provide consulting physician with complete set of medical records to be reviewed 
 Review the records before sending them – know what you are sending and why
 If a cover letter is sent, be sure it addresses issues/questions germane to the case
 Do not send duplicates or records which have no  relevance to the injuries 
 If requesting a specific report, which  includes a review of records for apportionment, 

or further development of an issue, then be willing to pay the physician for their time at 
a med-legal rate



After MMI Medical Provider

 At MMI determination, if patient is being scheduled for MMI evaluation, be sure reporting on 
the date that MMI is determined includes current work restrictions if any

 Employers are under time constraints to address these

 At MMI provide a comprehensive report outlining injury, treatment provided, disability  
periods and current Whole Person Impairment (with apportionment)

 Describe known future medical care needed  based on injuries presentation

 It may be possible to predict further changes in the injured body part that may require 
additional treatment, but those need to be explained



It Is Difficult to Legislate

Goodwill/Good Behavior & 
Patient Empathy



Solutions: Systemwide

• Its all about setting the right incentives
• Communication, communication, communication,…
• Goodwill & Patient Empathy pays off with benefit to all
• Shoot for the moon but be happy helping a single injured 

worker have a good outcome and a better life
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